
Clue 1 

It’s a hard life they led 

On timbers that came to nil 

All they heard was radio gaga 

Way up on the hill 

We were the champions of the world 

A kind of magic is there still. 

Play the game, get in shape  

And take sides (less three) before you go slightly 

mad! 

Two RAF men led a cold and breezy life (“It’s a 

hard life they led”) manning a radio listening 

tower (“All they heard was radio”) on Garway Hill 

for several years during the Second World War 

(“We were the champions of the world”). The 

main timber structure (pictured) has now gone 

(“On timbers that came to nil”) but the octagonal, 

brick base still remains (“A kind of magic is there 

still”). The number is the number of sides (“take 

sides”) of its shape (“get in shape”) less three… so 

8 – 3 = 5. Hopefully the irrelevant use of Queen 

song names didn’t drive you slightly mad. 

Clue 2 

It happens in this millennium 

Green grass grows everywhere 

And in the last millennium 

A steadfast girl played there. 

Take shape of seating arrangements under the 

conker tree 

And take sides. 

There is only one Millennium Green in South 

Herefordshire. It lies on Tump Lane, Much Birch, 

next to the Violette Szabo Museum, where 

Violette, the war heroine, used to play when she 

was a little girl (“A steadfast girl played there”). It 

is mostly covered by grass (“grass grows 

everywhere”), but it has a conker tree in the 

middle of it with a hexagonal seat around the 

base of it. The number is the number of sides 

(“take sides”) of the seat’s shape (“Take shape”)… 

so it is 6. 



Clue 3 

Once only whites 

In this colourful place 

Which wasn’t for dads 

In any case. 

Plastered by habit 

Yet still intact 

Say your prayers 

And perhaps you’ll extract 

A bead or a rosary? 

Take the windows on the North-West facing wall.  

Dore Abbey (pictured) is an old Cistercian Abbey. 

Cistercian monks wore white habits (“Once only 

whites”; “by habit”). It lies in Abbey Dore (“…perhaps 

you’ll extract A-bea-d or”). Being monks, they could 

not be fathers (“wasn’t for dads”). The inside of the 

abbey would once have been full of colour (“Once…In 

this colourful place”), as the stone walls would have 

been plastered (“Plastered by habit”) and painted with 

multiple colours, as was typical of the Cistercians. 

Some plaster (and paint) still remains and can be seen 

on some of the pillars. The abbey remains in use as a place of worship (“Say your prayers”; “still 

intact”) and there are 5 windows on its NW wall (pictured). 

Clue 4 

Easily spotted by its trees,  

A host to an annual fest of high knees 

And a bit of a fiddle 

Though not in the middle 

This place a monarch should please. 

Should this one really be allowed? Well, partly at least. 

Take the last digit of the year of planting. 

May Hill (pictured in view) is “Easily spotted by its 

trees” that were planted on its summit to 

commemorate Queen Victoria (1887) and then again 

Queen Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee (1977 - pictured) (“This 

place a monarch should please”). Every year, there is a 

May Day celebration on the top, with Morris Dancers 

in attendance (“host to an annual fest of high knees 

And a bit of a fiddle”). The summit of May Hill is 

actually in Gloucestershire, not Herefordshire (“Should 

this one really be allowed?”). However, the northern  

slopes lie within Herefordshire’s border (“partly at 

least”; “not in the middle”). Whichever year of 

planting you take, the last digit is the same: 7. 



Clue 5 

My mother she adopted me 

And fed me milk at first 

Udders good, whole cow better 

Drank waters for my thirst. 

Sadly now I’m dead and gone 

Proud stories capture me 

Even so, I leant my name 

To that which now is free. 

Take the month (less two) in which the local school buildings were opened.  

There is a legend (“dead and gone… Proud stories capture me”) in South 

Herefordshire of “Maud and the Dragon”. Take the first letter of each line of 

the clue’s verse and spell out “MAUD’S PET”. Maud came from Mordiford. 

She found a dragon, or strictly speaking, a Wyvern 

(pictured - “I leant my name To that which now is 

free” – Wyvern Radio has become Free Radio), in 

Haugh Wood and fed it on milk (“fed me milk at 

first”). However, as it grew bigger, it developed a 

taste for the local livestock (“Udders good, whole cow 

better”). It would come down to the confluence of the 

River Wye and the River Lugg (pictured - “Drank 

waters (plural) for my thirst”) to quench its thirst, and 

it was here that it was eventually killed. Mordiford 

School buildings were opened on the 28
th

 April 1873 

(pictured). The month is therefore 4, but we need to 

subtract two… so 4 – 2 = 2. 

Clue 6 

In a land of precious metal 

A lowly village could 

Aspire to greater heights 

With neither lead nor wood. 

Remember those who died nearby 

And take the last digit of the year of the event which the porch was 

erected to commemorate. 

 

In the Golden Valley (“land of precious metal”), Peterchurch is a low-

lying village (“lowly village”) that is easily spotted by its church spire 

(pictured - “A/spire to greater heights”), which is unusually made of 

fibre-glass (pictured - “neither lead nor wood”). A war memorial 

stands at the edge of the church grounds (“Remember those who died 

nearby”). And the porch of the church was built “in commemoration 

of the fiftieth year of the Reign of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen 

Victoria (1887)”. So taking the last digit of the year gives us 7. 



Clue 7 

A girl names a house in a place that’s not little 

Where a boy grew up who received no acquittal 

What she may lack in a skip and a jump 

She cannot take from a nearby pump 

If she takes too much then woe betide her 

But if pressed she’ll admit it feels good inside her. 

Head more to the East, think more of the West 

On this is your thinking best to rest. 

Find the church from the map 

And in the nave, take sides round the base of a lantern. 

Hellens Manor (“girl names a house that’s in no way little”) 

is in Much Marcle (“Head more to the East”), where Fred 

West grew up (“boy grew up who received no acquittal”; 

“think more of the West”). Hops (“may lack in a skip and a 

jump”) are used for making beer, but (“cannot take …”) not 

cider (“if pressed… good in-side her”) which is the product of 

nearby Westons Cider Mill (“nearby pump”; “think more of 

the West”). The church is called St Bartholomews, which 

shares its name with the mapmakers (“Find the church from the map”; pictured is the 

distinctive cover of an old cloth Bartholomews map, along with the seat in the old yew 

tree outside the church) and the lanterns (pictured)hanging over the aisle in its nave have 

hexagonal bases. So the answer is 6. 

Clue 8 

Not bad a place for children to play 

Not poor were those who owned it one day 

Cleats realign – there are seams nearby 

Slighted by a woman with a reach for the sky. 

This lady has no lack of balls. 

Take the number in the layer one from the top. 

Not bad = good; Not poor = rich (Goodrich). Cleats is an 

anagram of Castle (“Cleats realign”). Goodrich Castle is a 

fantastic “place for children to play” and sits by the Forest of 

Dean, where coal was mined (“there are seams nearby”). 

Pictured is the view through the holes that would once have 

supported the axle of the winch for raising the 

portcullis. The colour of the stone is 

distinctive. It was slighted by use of a cannon 

(pictured) called “Roaring Meg” (“Slighted by 

a woman with a reach for the sky”), which is 

on display at the castle, alongside a pyramid 

of cannon balls (“This lady has no lack of 

balls”). The balls (pictured) are stacked in 

square layers, so the layer one from the top 

contains 4 balls.  



The Ordnance Survey Grid Reference is therefore SO 5657 2764, which identifies an area in the SE 

corner of the grounds of Sellack Church, including (until recently!) a dilapidated shed in the adjacent 

car park. The treasure was hidden at the base of the shed’s western wall, just inside the church 

grounds, and was concealed (“guarded closely”) by an old gravestone. 

 


